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July 13th Resistance Call 
 

 
Today is July 13th, 2021, I am Jérémie Mercier and I am speaking to you this evening from 
Tallinn, Estonia, where I am a refugee since October 2020, having been warned 1 month in 
advance of the 2nd lockdown to come in France. 
 
Yesterday evening, just after the “Euro 2021” final, a sporting football event that served as an 
ideal entertainment to distract both the attention and vigilance of the citizens, and just before 
the symbolic date of July 14th, Emmanuel Macron addressed the French nation. 
 
During this announcement, the president presented in a highly authoritarian manner very 
restrictive measures to force tens of millions of French people to receive experimental 
injections supposed to fight against Covid-19. 
 
This unacceptable blackmail is the latest in a long series of fear-rhetoric speeches aimed at 
astonisht and control the masses. 
 
Remember. 
 
 
On Monday March 16th, 2020, after weeks of hyper-media coverage of a virus, Mr. Macron 
gave a speech in which he said six times "we are at war". 
 
During this speech, he announced a national “lockdown” from the next day at noon, a first in 
French history. 
 
The lack of philosophy education, critical thinking, scientific approach and the missing history 
of crowd manipulation of an overwhelming majority of the French had allowed this crude 
manipulation to take hold. 
Overnight, tens of millions of people saw themselves as heroes by staying at home. 
Fearing the virus, drunk with terrorizing speeches in the media, the overwhelming majority of 
French people followed the hostage-takers' demands to the letter: 
 
- Fill in degoratory certificates 
- Limited number of outings and less than 1 km from home 
- Compulsive use of hydro-alcoholic solutions 
- End of hugs and family reunions 
- Etc. 
 
The organized shortage of masks had convinced the population of the government's 
unpreparedness or its total incompetence. 
 
The applause at the windows every evening at 8 p.m. towards caregivers after the count of 
deaths categorized as "Covid" - and disproportionate to reality - increased the feeling of living 
an extraordinary pandemic and allowed people to show that they were good citizens. 
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Bad citizens who dared to leave their homes too often or too far away were denounced 
system’s guardians. 
 
This whole scenario does not come out of nowhere. 
 
It was invented by major American crowd manipulation consultancy firms and paid for 
handsomely with your tax. 
 
With the "nudge" technique - or nudge - ground markings, certifications and many other 
subterfuges, you were unwittingly encouraged to act in a manner desired by the authorities. 
 
For example, the organized shortage of masks thus created an unprecedented demand once 
the masks were available. 
 
While all the named science unequivocally demonstrates the complete lack of effectiveness 
of surgical masks like FFP2 in limiting the spread of respiratory viral diseases, from the start of 
unlockdown, you were encouraged to wear them. First in shops, then outside in city centers, 
then everywhere. 
 
Children under 11 were initially exempt, then from November 2020, they too had to undergo 
the mask, a pure control instrument by essence, which permanently and visibly reminds the 
narrative of the pandemic. 
 
Thus, you have suffered multiple blackmails, which never resulted in any of your freedoms to 
be back. 
 
The hostage takers lie every single time. 
 
You were led to believe that it would only takes 2 weeks to flatten the curve. Those 2 weeks 
turned into 2 months. 
 
Then there was the blackmail with the mask, the blackmail with the curfew, again the 
blackmail with the lockdown (3 times already!), Then the blackmail with the V*** and now 
the blackmail with the current “sanitary” pass. 
 
However, as early as May 2020, it was clear that the peaks in mortality from all causes, 
observed in certain localizations only, had nothing to do with peaks in mortality linked to 
epidemics of classic respiratory viral diseases, especially as the mortality over the year was 
not exceptional. 
 
These peaks are in fact the logical consequence of terror policy, of the absence of basic care 
for the most vulnerable people, and probably of the use of Rivotril® to "put to an end" 
thousands of elderly people in retirement homes.  
 
Basically, the cure "lockdown, terror and lack of basic cares" was worse than the disease itself 
but failed to make 2020 a year out of the norm in terms of its average mortality. 
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Today, many people believe that by meeting the demands of their hostage takers, they will 
finally win again their freedoms. 
 
This cannot be less true! The experience for a year and a half shows that this is clearly not the 
case. 
 
On the contrary, it is your acceptance of absurd measures that allows the hostage-takers to 
be more and more demanding. 
 
Also, I let you imagine what can be the result if you let pass the health pass or rather the 
"shame pass" without flinching. We can reasonably guess that it will not be 1 or 2 doses, but 
3, 4, 10! 
 
A dose every month to counter each new "variant"? 
 
Also, these experimental injections are still in clinical trial as phase 3 and we have no clue of 
their side effects in the medium and long term, while their efficiency has been estimated by 
the manufacturers themselves whom dishonest methods, frequently used on others 
pharmaceuticals led by themselves, have cost them already billions of euros in fines. 
 
By receiving these experimental injections, manipulated people who believe in the narrative 
think that they will return to a normal life, that they will save lives. Everything is done so that 
the unvaccinated feel guilty. Guilty of being alive! 
 
Yes, all totalitarianisms have always grown by pretending that they were acting for the 
people’s good, spreading a lot of guilt and fear. 
 
It is your job to realize that current governments do not want your well-being, but rather than 
act against it, in a clearly conscious way. It is not about incompetence. 
 
I know this awareness is difficult and disturbing, but it is also this awareness that will give you 
back power over your life. 
 
The goal of this 2.0 totalitarianism seems to be a masses-control, with a generalized people 
follow-up allowing by new technologies, and the citizens’enslavement, becoming numbers, 
having to obey a so called French social credit, which may be even worse than the Chinese 
one. 
 
Don't be intimidated by the label "anti-vax" or "conspirator" you may receive from people still 
in denial and still prefering the comfort of conformism. 
 
Leaving the herd is difficult and requires effort. 
 
It is for all these reasons that I invite people who have not received experimental injections to 
resist, to not accept them, at any costs, whatever the means implemented to not receive 
them, and to not get the "health pass". 
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This can lay for some people to just change their habits and go shopping differently, getting 
closer to local producers for instance. For others, they may be need to change profession, 
region or even country. 
 
Your life won't go back as it was anyway. So now is the perfect time to choose the life you 
really want. 
 
For people already vaccinated, I invite you to totally refuse the health pass as well as not to 
go to any places requiring it, or to go there without a pass, if possible at the same time as 
many other people so that a sufficient balance of power is on your side. Giving civil resistance 
actions effective and bearing fruit without violence. 
 
Get organized and go get together 
 
Take advantage of the demonstrations that will take place in the coming days to meet in real 
life, expand your resistant fighters address book and organize real meetings to discuss 
modalities of future resistance actions, find support, and simply renewing human contact 
when everything for the past year and a half has been done to divide us. 
 
Censorship by GAFAM is currently increasing and it is likely that dissidents will all be ejected 
from these networks in the long term. This is why we must try to take advantage of alternative 
technology and networks that do not censor. 
 
You can join my Telegram group https://t.me/DeconfineTaSante 
 in order to continue to follow my updates and keep on the debate. 
 
I also call to all people of good will who wish to help me in this work of organizing the 
Resistance. 
 
The coming weeks and months may be difficult, but people must not beg for their lost 
freedoms, but fight their real freedom instead. 
 
Courage to all, long live the human-race, long live life, and long live freedom! 

 
 

Jérémie Mercier 
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